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EJECTION AND DISPERSAL MECHANISMS OF THE K/T IMPACT; Bruce F. 
Bohor and William J. Betterton, U.S. Geological Survey, Box 25046, MS 972, Denver 
CO 80225 

It has long been assumed that the global Ir-bearing layer found in marine 
rocks at the Cretaceous/Tertiary (K/T) boundary was mostly target rock ejecta, 
somehow emplaced in stratospheric ballistic orbit [ I ]  to achieve this worldwide 
dispersal. Geochemical analyses of this layer were interpreted as representing 
basaltic material from an oceanic impact [2], and magnesioferrite-bearing spheroids 
within it were described as altered impact droplets of basaltic composition derived 
from the target rocks [3]. Bohor [4] objected to this latter conclusion from several 
aspects and suggested that these spheroids were derived from the impactor, and 
not primarily from target rocks. Mineralogical and textural evidence derived from 
studies of the distal ejecta, especially in the Western Interior of North America, has 
provided vital clues for deciphering the actual cratering mechanics and dispersal 
mechanisms of the K/T impact. 

Most marine K/T boundary sites worldwide contain only one thin ejecta layer. 
However, nonmarine rocks at this boundary in the Western Interior were found to 
contain two distinct ejecta layers [5]. Through a partitioning of impact components 
between the two layers, it soon became apparent to us that the lower layer 
represents an ejecta blanket, while the upper layer is composed of fallout from a 
cloud of vaporized bolide [6]. This partitioning relegates the large Ir anomaly, 
skeletal magnesioferrite crystals, and most of the shocked minerals to the upper, 
laminated, smectite-rich fireball layer. In contrast, the lower massive melt ejecta layer 
contains a subdued Ir anomaly, a lesser amount of shocked minerals, hollow 
spherules without any magnesioferrite, and lapilli (vitric clasts) in a kaolinitic matrix 
[6]. Both layers contain a similar suite of trace minerals [7], indicating that they were 
derived from a single large impact and not from multiple impacts into two different 
target rocks. 

Evidence that the upper fireball layer was derived from condensation of a 
cloud of vaporized bolide consists of: 1) laminated matrix texture indicative of 
gravitational settling of fine condensed particles; 2) progressive decrease in size and 
amount of shocked grains away from the putative crater site [8], again indicative of 
gravitational settling; 3) basaltic geochemical signature, major Ir anomaly, skeletal 
magnesioferrite containing extraterrestrial amounts of Ni and Cr, and alteration of the 
glassy phase to smectite--all reflecting the composition of the vaporized chondritic 
bolide. Evidence indicating that the lower melt ejecta layer is an ejecta blanket 
includes: 1) turbated texture of unsorted clasts, lapilli with schlieren, and altered 
microtektites [9], suggesting a combination of ballistic emplacement and ejecta 
curtain deposition; 2) silicic geochemical signature of glass components [I 01, 
subdued Ir anomaly and kaolinitic composition of the altered glass matrix, 
suggesting derivation from silicic target rocks without much bolide contamination; 3) 
decrease in layer thickness away from the putative crater [ I  11 and confinement to a 
circumcrater radius of " 3500 km. 
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Our model consists of two different types of ejection and dispersal, resulting in 
two distinct distal ejecta layers. The fireball layer is mainly composed of material 
sedimented from a cloud of vaporized bolide, with some entrained target rock, that 
was driven upward mainly by gas (vapor) expansion through the hole in the 
atmosphere formed by the passage of the bolide. This expanding vapor plume was 
dispersed above the atmosphere into an earth-girdling cloud, from which shocked 
minerals and condensing glassy and metallic components settled gravitationally. Its 
early-time ejection and dispersal above the atmosphere may have been aided by 
expansion of water [ I  21 and CO, vapor [ I  31 from the target. 

In contrast, the melt ejecta layer is composed of later-time, lower-speed, fused 
target rock material and microtektites entrained in a radially-expanding ejecta curtain, 
as well as vitric clasts ejected on ballistic trajectories, that forms an areally-limited, 
continuous ejecta blanket. This ejection model for the K/T impact differs from most 
of the theoretical mathematical models by requiring two different and distinct phases 
of ejection and dispersal from a single large impact. New extended numerical 
calculations involving interaction of ejecta and vapor with the atmosphere for several 
minutes after impact may reveal aspects of these two different mechanisms that have 
left their record in the rocks. 
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